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Where is labour?Where is labour?

� J Beddington warns us of the
‘Perfect Storm’ – food shortages, water 
scarcity and energy constraints..

� But sustainability struggles to include labour

� What about the workers?

� What happens in10 years time?

� - if ¼ million Eastern Europeans decide 
to stay at home wages? (figs pers comm from 
HSE) 

� - if our best farmers gone: ¼ of all UK farmers are 
over 65 / av age = just under 60
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Same old story...Same old story...

� When I was studying Agriculture at University, it 
was 6 years before I heard about workers

� After 8 years, I had learnt lots about science and 
marketing but nothing about those who work the 
land

� All I heard was of input costs, fertilisers, � All I heard was of input costs, fertilisers, 
pesticides + something called ‘labour’ (but nothing 
on what it was!)

� Plough, plant, & pick all happen with no sound!
� It is as if...
◦ science can do it all
◦ nobody does any work; and 
◦ markets work by magic
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Land & Labour go togetherLand & Labour go together

From Edward Hyams (1952) Soil and Civilisation Thames & Hudson

Not has much changed...yet Labour often 
determines what crops are grown where
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Story of foodStory of food
through labourthrough labour

Most Export Crops grown on 
other side of world from 
Vavlilov origins

Coffee: originates in Ethiopia 
but main growth now in S. 
America and Vietnam

This process is due in large 
part to supply of labour 
(rather than pests)

hence migrants late C19th:America and Vietnam

Tea: from China to Sri Lanka

Cocoa: from Amazon to West 
Africa

Sugar: from SE Asia to 
Caribbean  

hence migrants late C19th:
Italians to S America

Tamils  to Sri Lanka

And the slave link earlier

Child Slave labour in W 
Africa today

Plantations in sparsely populated areas needed migrant workforce. 
See: PP Courtenay (1965) Plantation Agriculture. G Bell & Sons
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Plantation Agriculture Plantation Agriculture 

� Large-scale, tends to be mono-crop

� Predominantly migrant labour

� Evolved after slave trade into Tea, Coffee, Palm Oil, 
vegetables

Issue 1
(GOV’T)

Investigate 
the effects 
of this 
form of 
farming in 
UK

� Sub Sahara – about 50-50 small farms vs plantations

� US dependent on75% migrant farm workers mainly from 
Mexico

But has UK got its equivalent here?

� UK –est. 300,000 migrant workers – c. 150,000 
permanent

� NB UK’s SAWS dealt with transitory + organised labour

UK
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Two Farm SystemsTwo Farm Systems

� Family farms v Plantations

� Family employ <5 Plantations 3-5,000

� East – lot of plantation, West - family

� Quite different – systems  have different  
rules

� Family farms most dangerous workplace

� Plantations have GLA

� Family farms rely on AWB; to be abolished

� In part by pressure from plantation owners
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EmploymentEmployment

Exploitative

� Food and farm 
workers always under 
paid for invaluable toil

Ethical

� Most food retailers 
want be seen as 
‘Ethical’ 

Issue 2:
(CIVIL 
SOC)

Explore 
dialectic 
between 
Exploited 
and Ethical

Can we determine which of these is 
more /less‘exploitative’ or more/less ‘ethical?

� Drive for cheap food –
ever since Corn Laws, 

� now to enable women 
into work

� Workers pay the price

� Although not clear 
what that means

� Food Ethics Council -
Ethical  Matrix = 
Wellbeing Autonomy 
Fairness 

www.ethicalgrowers.org.uk

and Ethical
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Do Audits work?Do Audits work?

Operation Safe Haven (Oct 
2011)
� Recent inspection by 

combined GLA / HSE / 
Fire / Gas 

� Around Spalding, Lincs.

� Another recent case 
centred on Rumanian 
Children found freezing in 
fields

� Why the assumption Around Spalding, Lincs.
� Visited 30 pack houses + 

accommodation
� Resulted in:
◦ 8 Prohibition Notices

◦ 44 Improvement Notices

◦ 2 prosecutions

Why the assumption 
Retailers can sort out 
supplier–worker relations?

� Did you know 400 Polish 
workers struck on a 
strawberry farm in 
Hereford 2 yrs ago?

� Before Authorities and 
unions could sort it out,  
Tesco stepped in and said 
‘sort it out’ to employers!
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From Ethical Matrix From Ethical Matrix 
to Ethical Metricsto Ethical Metrics

� Can we put figures 
to determine 
whether work is 
‘Exploitative ‘or 

� GLA have points 
system 

� Used to prosecute t

Issue 3:
(FOOD 
COs)

Help 
develop 
Ethical 
Metrics 

‘Exploitative ‘or 
‘Ethical’

� Or is ethical just 
ethereal?

� Can we make a tool 
for practitioners in 
the field?

� GlobalGAP – GRASP 
weights questions

� We could then 
identify, compare, and 
benchmark work 
organisations
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My headline issuesMy headline issues

We need to address:

� How plantation farming may impact on UK 
(this is for DEFRA)

� Explore Dialectic between Exploited and 
Ethical (an issue for Civil 
Society/unions/NGOs)

� Produce on-line Ethical Metrics (an issue for 
Food Companies + partners)
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